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From a ‘green field’ of memories to a new home for life…a long 
journey for vested locals (community and former residents).



Ecology and urban densification… challenges of transitioning to 
new economy of decarbonisation and digilatisation.



Collaboration & ‘co-production’? Challenge of/ for/ to the Inchicore Regeneration 
Consultative Forum (IRCF) and DCC. 
Consultation and ‘knowledge exchange’ - focus of the Civic and Community Space Sub 
Committee







Height, Density & Tenure Mix (22.7%)

• Some stakeholders expressed concerns in relation to the proposed height of the 
apartment blocks and overall site density while other members of the public had a 
preference for taller blocks and increased density to address a lack of high-quality 
housing in the area. 

• The issue on tenure mix related to the percentage split between the social and cost 
rental accommodation. Some stakeholders felt the percentage of social units should be 
increased while others looked to reduce the quantity and increase the number of cost 
rental units in order to meet the growing demand for affordable accommodation. 

• The justification for the unit mix and social housing mix was also questioned. Some 
supported the large quantity of one- bedroom units in the scheme while others looked 
for less with an increase in the number of three -bedroom units to facilitate families. 



Safety & Security (16%) 

The issue of safety and security has 
been an ongoing concern raised in the 
community feedback throughout the 
three phases of consultation to date. 
Stakeholders questioned whether or 
not the project would address the 
existing problems with crime and anti-
social behaviour in the area or whether 
the design of the new scheme would 
create safety and security issues that 
would add to the current problems. 



Impact on Traffic, Transport & Parking (14.7%) 

• Many of the comments related to traffic, transport and parking were focused on the 
existing issues of serious traffic delays in the area, the capacity of the Dublin bus and 
LUAS service and the current lack of provision of car-parking around Inchicore. 

• While respondents seemed generally positive about the proposed mobility strategy; 
moving away from a model of one car per household to address environmental and 
sustainability concerns, they also expressed the need to consider members of the 
community who were vehicle dependent whether for employment purposes or 
mobility related issues. 

• In relation to the proposed number of residential car parking spaces for the scheme 
(c.55), it was felt that this may add to the transport problems that already exist and 
therefore the need to improve public transport in the area is very important. 



Management & Maintenance (9.3%) 

The future management and 
maintenance of the development was 
an issue of concern raised by many 
stakeholders. Dublin City Council’s level 
of expertise in the management of 
social housing developments was 
questioned. 

The feedback emphasised the 
importance of implementing a robust 
management strategy for the success 
of the Emmet Road Development - in 
particular learning from mistakes of 
the past and looking to examples of 
well-established management models 
used in other similar developments. 



Request for Additional Information & Updates (18.7%) 

Some of the comments related to the request for design information not currently available at this 
early stage of the design development.

Similarly to issues outlined above, there were a number of related discussions at the webinar Q&A. 
These included: 

•Anti-Social Behaviour 

•Facilities & Amenities currently in the area 

•Rationale for Parking & Potential increase in the demand for Public Transport 

•The removal of the existing football pitches at the rear of St Michael’s Community Sports Centre 

•Rationale for unit mix and housing type 

•Tenure Mix 

•The potential use of roof space in the development 





•This has been the third in a four-stage consultation process 
for the Emmet Road Development. The findings from the 
consultation process will be considered by the design team 
and will inform the next stage of design development. 

•Phase 4 will commence when Dublin City Council lodge the 
planning application to An Bord Pleanála. During this phase 
the stakeholders will be updated on the progress with the 
planning application submission and any post-planning 
decision project milestones. 

•Following lodgement of a planning application, submissions 
or observations can be made by interested parties to the 
decision-making authority directly. Application details will be 
publicly notified, available online for viewing and at specified 
locations to support accessibility for all. 
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